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In every aspect of school life, high expectations for all pupils are evident and ingrained 
in the culture and ethos of the school. There is pressure to maintain standards, but the 
school’s leadership recognises that one of its key contributing tools for success has 
been the importance placed on competitive sport. Through sport, the children begin to 
develop the important qualities of discipline, resilience, communication, team work, and 
ambition: qualities that they are then able to use in their learning within the classroom.  
At Springdale Junior children, through the curriculum and through our extensive range 
of extra-curricular clubs, take part in a very rich and varied PE curriculum.  
Skills are taught through P.E. lessons and through a wide variety of sports provision 
offered after school, both through teachers, specialist coaches.  
Skilled sports and PE Coaches alongside staff deliver the P.E. curriculum to pupils 
within the school day, and work at lunch times and after school to provide a wide range 
of sporting activities. This diet of sport builds strong relationships of trust between 
pupils and the staff involved, and impacts positively upon the engagement and trust 
between them in the classroom. The discipline demanded of the children in sport 
impacts upon behaviour within the classroom, and the school attributes the good 
behaviour for learning within the school as a direct result of the culture of discipline, 
respect and dedication nurtured through sport activities.  
The children’s achievements, for participation or success, are celebrated every time in 
assembly through certificates of achievement and often medals. Displays are 
completed around school to also highlight the successes and activities carried out by 
the children. 
 
The funding from the Government is given to raise the standards and profile of Sport 
and PE within schools. Springdale Junior receives £13, 465. 
 

Action Cost Impact 
Resources to support teachers planning of 
highly effective PE (courses, equipment 
and sports kit) 
 

£1,762.31 

Good quality teaching 
and learning in all PE 
and Games lessons. 
 

Swimming Tuition & additional ‘catch 
up’ sessions in Year 6 if required  
(2 instructors for 39weeks)  
 

£276.24 

Ensuring all children 
can swim the required 
25m before the end of 
primary school  

Soccer 2000 coaches for Games lessons 
and to run extra-curricular clubs   £1, 292 

Increased participation 
and specialised 
knowledge from 



coaches for children 
and staff 

Specialist coaches to run whole school 
workshops (e.g. Circus Skills & Dance 
workshop) 
 

£1,280 

Increased participation 
and specialised 
knowledge from 
coaches for children 
and staff. Also to 
improve cross-
curricular links. 

Outdoor activities for Year 6 Residential 
Week (e.g. Wolf Mountain) 
 

£350 

Increased and fair 
opportunities to be 
provided to children 
across a year group  

Transport to competitions and swimming  
 £1,170 Increased participation 

in sports 

Specialist coach to run a Judo club after 
school £1,050 

Increased participation 
and specialised 
knowledge from 
coaches for children 
and staff 

Whole school 5-a-day fitness work out £203 

Increased 
participation, raising 
levels of fitness and 
linking to languages 

Total £7,383.55  

Carry forward April 2017- April 2018 £0 
The rest of spending to 
be added by April 
2017 

 
At Springdale Junior the main examples of effective use of the PE 
and Sport funding are:  
 

• Paying staff or external sports coaches to increase pupil’s 
participation.  

• Quality assuring the work of sports coaches and instructors 
employed to coach in PE lessons.  

• Increasing participation in sports extra-curricular provision  
• Employing a local coach to provide weekly after-school sport on 

the school.  



• Providing high quality CPD and resources to support planning so 
that all PE provision is of a high quality  

 
Extra-Curricular Sport at Springdale Junior  
At Springdale we have a strong tradition of extra-curricular sports 
and currently we still take an active part in the following competitive 
sports:  

• Football (Boys and Girls)  
• Cross Country 
• Athletics (Indoor and outdoor) 
• Swimming 
• Tag Rugby 
• Tri-Golf 

 
 


